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The Book of Job - Derek W. H. Thomas 2016-08
Teaching Outline + Study Guide for The Book of Job
Galatians - Ralph F. Wilson 2012
Galatians shines as Paul's foundational exposition of core Christianity.
It's amazing how many so-called Christians don't really "get it." They
think that the basis of Christianity is living a good moral life and doing
good works. And - so long as you don't mess up your life entirely - you'll
end up in heaven. And, oh yes, Jesus died for our sins, whatever that
means. Paul's Letter to the Galatians deals with this kind of shallow
understanding head-on. He had won the Galatians to Christ. But now
some Jewish-Christians had begun to convince these Gentile believers
that they couldn't be saved unless they were circumcised and kept the
Mosaic Law. The new Christians were about to go backwards - from faith
in Christ to faith in law-keeping - and Paul is adamant that this is a fall
from grace. As you study Galatians, you'll begin to grasp the core of the
gospel that helped Martin Luther to the conviction that we are saved by
faith alone. You'll also learn to walk by the Spirit and bear the fruit of the
Spirit in your character. This volume explores Galatians in 9 lessons.
Thought-provoking discussion questions make it a useful tool for
personal enrichment, small groups, and classes. Extensive footnotes
assist teachers and preachers with background research for sermon
preparation.
Why Easter? - Barbara Reaoch 2012
This fully illustrated devotional material designed especially for use
during the 4 weeks prior to Easter helps parents teach their children the
biblical truth about this significant celebration. The daily format is short,
focused, and effective for leading a child to the Christ of Easter. In
addition to the text, there is a Scripture truth for each day, with aids
including discussion questions to impress the real reason for Easter deep
into our hearts.
The Attributes of God - A. W. Tozer 2007
Often quoted by Chuck Swindoll, Charles Stanley, Billy Graham and
other great preachers, A. W. Tozer's words are being heard and read by
millions today words like: "Origin is a creature word... All things have an
origin. But when you come back to God, you come back to the One who
has not origin. He is the Cause of all things, the uncaused Cause. God is
Transcendent." "You'll never find Him on your own... He is far away in
one sense, but in another He is as near as your heartbeat, for the cross
has brdiged the gulf." "If there is anything God could learn, it would
mean that God didn't know it before. If he didn't know it before, then He
didn't know everything, He wouldn't be perfect, and if He isn't perfect
then He isn't God." The chapters of this book were originally preached as
sermons at Avenue Road Church in Toronto, ON. Whether spoken or
written, Tozer's words were designed to "promote personal heart
religion" among God's people.
1 Kings - David Guzik 2018-02-27
Verse-by-verse commentary on the book of 1 Kings.
Holiness to the Lord - Allen P. Ross 2006-03-01
At first glance, the Book of Leviticus seems like barren material for lively
preaching. Most expositors merely skim the surface for messages on
tithing or sabbath-keeping. Yet Leviticus is one of the most important
books of the Old Testament; it not only describes the complete religious
system of ancient Israel, it also lays the theological foundation for the
Christian gospel. In Holiness to the Lord, Allen P. Ross enables preachers
and teachers to mine the riches of Leviticus and deliver them to a
contemporary audience. Following the same practical method he used in
the acclaimed Creation and Blessing, Ross first carefully sites Leviticus
within its context in the ancient world. Then he traces the development
of God's plan of salvation-how Leviticus' laws, rituals, symbols, and
events prepared for the complete revelation in Jesus Christ. Finally,
unlike traditional commentaries, Ross offers helpful ideas for correlating
Leviticus to New Testament teachings (particularly Romans, Hebrews,
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and Peter) and for applying the material in relevant expository form.
Holiness to the Lord is every expositor's indispensable guide for
interpreting the Law for the church and for elucidating Leviticus in
practical, biblical messages about worship, sanctification, and obedience.
Jacob's prayer - Charles Spurgeon 2015-09-15
This sermon preached by Charles Spurgeon invites us to meditate on
God's presence. A true dip in the story of Jacob , a man of many faults
and had a change of character after a shocking encounter with God. This
sermon preached by Charles Spurgeon invites us to reflect on our
character as Christians and shows us how the Lord is willing to mold us
to finally have an intimate relationship with Him and full.
Created for Commitment - A. Wetherell Johnson 1989-10
This fascinating acount portrays God's power in the lfe and ministry of A.
Wetherell Johnson, from her overseas mission work to the founding and
remarkable growth of Bible Study Fellowship.
Holy Bible - Zondervan Publishing House 2013-01-21
A reasonably priced, quality black hardcover pew and ministry Bible
featuring a large 12-point font.
Acts and Letters of the Apostles - Richmond A. Lattimore 2015-04-21
Richmond Lattimore, one of the most distinguished living translators of
Greek, has in this book completed his rendering of the New Testament in
fresh and accurate English for the modern reader. The publication of his
translation of The Four Gospels and the Revelation in 1979 was hailed by
the New York Times Book Review as "an achievement that places us
more deeply in Lattimore's debt than any other in a long diligent career."
The Acts of the Apostles, which he calls "the earliest consecutive story of
early Christianity that we have," and the three groups of Letters of the
Apostles--those of Saint Paul, the letter to the Hebrews, and the General
Letters--are now made available to complete the New Testament in his
translation. His aim again has been to provide a simple, literal rendering
in which the syntax and order of the Greek dictate the character of the
English style. Lattimore, as an authority on the Greek language in which
these texts have come down to us, and as a writer without pretensions as
a biblical scholar, allows the words of the apostles and earliest disciples
to speak for themselves with accuracy and fidelity to the Greek. The
book's design follows the attractive and readable format of The Four
Gospels, and avoids the usual apparatus of biblical texts.
Theology of Work Bible Commentary - Theology of Work Project 2015
Business, education, law, service industries, medicine, government
wherever you work, in whatever capacity, the Scriptures have something
to say about it. This "Theology of Work Bible Commentary "is an in-depth
Bible study tool put together by a group of biblical scholars, pastors, and
workplace Christians to help you discover what the first part of the Old
Testament from Creation to Abraham and the Patriarchs to the Exodus
from Egypt and the Law of Moses says about work. "
The Zondervan Pictorial Bible Dictionary - Merrill Chapin Tenney
1964
This is the best-selling one-volume Bible dictionary. More than 5,000
entries include discussions of historical, geographical, chronological, and
biographical aspects of the Bible, as well as articles on theological
subjects; more than 700 pictures are included as well.
Women Living Well - Courtney Joseph 2013-10-08
Women desire to live well. However, living well in this modern world is a
challenge. The pace of life, along with the new front porch of social
media, has changed the landscape of our lives. Women have been told for
far too long that being on the go and accumulating more things will make
their lives full. As a result, we grasp for the wrong things in life and come
up empty. God created us to walk with him; to know him and to be loved
by him. He is our living well and when we drink from the water he
continually provides, it will change us. Our marriages, our parenting, and
our homemaking will be transformed. Mommy-blogger Courtney Joseph
is a cheerful realist. She tackles the challenge of holding onto vintage
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values in a modern world, starting with the keys to protecting our walk
with God. No subject is off-limits as she moves on to marriage, parenting,
and household management. Rooted in the Bible, her practical approach
includes tons of tips that are perfect for busy moms, including: Simple
Solutions for Studying God’s Word How to Handle Marriage, Parenting,
and Homemaking in a Digital Age 10 Steps to Completing Your Husband
Dealing With Disappointed Expectations in Motherhood Creating
Routines that Bring Rest Pursuing the Discipline and Diligence of the
Proverbs 31 Woman There is nothing more important than fostering your
faith, building your marriage, training your children, and creating a
haven for your family. Women Living Well is a clear and personal guide
to making the most of these precious responsibilities.
Many Are Invited - Dennis Cuesta 2022-10-06
A housewarming party ends in tragedy. . . Steve Galanos, a native
Midwesterner, reflects on his time in Northern California during the
1990s, a time when the two-digit year emerged as the Y2K problem, the
burgeoning Internet fueled the expansion of the New Economy, the dotcom bubble created unseen prosperity and real estate frenzies. Yet it's a
housewarming party, held in late 1999, that affects him the most. At the
request of John Goertz, a group of technology managers and executives
gather in a conference room. Listening to the presentation is Steve
Galanos, who is suspicious of Goertz's approach and the dramatic way he
describes the problem. Goertz tries to convince his audience that a
disaster awaits them unless they immediately address the two-digit year
in the company's distributed systems and compiled code. It's 1994, well
before anyone has heard of the term, Y2K. A promotion to run the newlycreated year 2000 compliance program earns John more skepticism and
envy from Steve, yet the two have much in common and soon become
good friends. A few years later, John leaves for a startup and their lives
trend in different directions. By the time John cashes out from a
successful IPO, gets married, and buys a house in Los Gatos, his
friendship with Steve has waned. It's at John's housewarming party
where latent animosity and lingering distrust finally come to a head.
A History of God - Karen Armstrong 2004
A study of the deity of the world's three dominant monotheistic religions:
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. In a dynamic interplay between religion
and society's ever-changing beliefs, values, and traditions, human beings'
ideas about God have been transformed. Ideas about God have been
molded to apply to the spiritual needs of the people who worship him in a
particular place and time. The author explores and analyzes the
development and progression of the various perceptions of God from the
days of Abraham to present times--Adapted from book jacket.
The Gospel According to Matthew - 1999
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated
between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an extraordinary flowering of
English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest
influence on English-language literature in history. Now, world-class
literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a series of
beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate,
provocative, and personal engagements with the spirituality and the
language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
End Times - Stephen Armstrong 2017-04-20
The first in a new Bible study series from Verse By Verse Ministry
International (vbvmi.org). This 12-week VBVMI Group Study on End
Times features thought-provoking teaching of core biblical concepts in
prophecy. The workbook prepares both individual students and small
groups for a deeper study of eschatology by examining key ideas and
highlights from the book of Revelation, Daniel and other scripture.
Students will gain a foundational understanding of God's plan for Israel,
the Church and the end of the age. The VBVMI Group Study series is
designed to suit the needs of students new to a study of end times while
still offering a challenge to experienced Bible students. Each lesson in
this study includes a video available to stream for free over the internet.
The videos feature the teaching of Stephen Armstrong, acclaimed for his
unique and gifted approach to explaining the Bible. The 12 videos are
available for viewing or download for free at:
http://www.vbvmiendtimesstudy.org. A printable PDF copy of the
workbook may also be downloaded for free.
The Call - Adam Hamilton 2015-05-26
With Adam Hamilton, we have traced the life of Jesus from his birth The
Journey, through his ministry The Way, to his death and resurrection 24
Hours That Changed the World. What happened next? Follow the
journeys of Paul, beginning with his dramatic conversion, as he spread
the Gospel through modern-day Greece and Turkey. Travel to the early
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church sites and explore Paul’s conversations with the Romans,
Corinthians, Galatians, Ephesians, Philippians, Colossians, and
Thessalonians. In this six-week study, you are invited to experience faith
through Christ’s greatest teacher and missionary. ?Endorsements “Adam
Hamilton has proven to be a faithful guide to applying the Bible to
modern life in a sane and balanced way, and I trust him as an interpreter
of the Apostle Paul for today.” -Philip Yancey, author of Vanishing Grace
and The Jesus I Never Knew “Pastor and teacher Adam Hamilton
succeeds brilliantly in introducing the life and ministry of Paul. Adam’s
interweaving of personal testimony and ministry insights provide
important lessons for Christian disciples today—something Paul himself
would have readily welcomed.” - Dr. Mark Wilson, Asia Minor Research
Center, Antalya, Turkey “Adam Hamilton demonstrates theologically and
spiritually how indispensable the apostle Paul is to both the early
Christian and 21st century church. This book is a wonderful gift for the
church, and I recommend it with utmost Christian enthusiasm.” - Dr.
Israel Kamudzandu, Associate Professor of New Testament and Biblical
Interpretation, Saint Paul School of Theology “I regularly lead groups of
seminary students, alums, clergy, and laity on immersion trips to Greece
and Turkey. This book will certainly be on my reading list.” - Jaime ClarkSoles, Associate Professor of New Testament, Altshuler Distinguished
Teaching Professor, Perkins School of Theology
Bible Study Questions on the Book of Isaiah - David E Pratte 2014-06-05
This is a workbook on the book of Isaiah. It was designed for use in Bible
classes, family study, or personal study. The class book material is
suitable for teens or adults. Questions in the lessons contain minimal
human commentary, but instead guide students to study to understand
Scripture. Enough questions are included for teachers to assign as many
questions as they want for each study session. The course assignments
may proceed at whatever speed and depth will best accomplish the needs
of the students.
The Shepherd's Voice - Robin Lee Hatcher 2011-11-15
For ten years, Gabe Talmadge languished in prison, convicted of a
horrible crime. Now, he is free once again but unable to find work in the
midst of the Great Depression. In desperation, Gabe returns to Ransom,
Idaho, hoping that his uncaring father will give him food and shelter, if
not love. But the prodigal son is not welcomed home. Hungry and
hopeless, Gabe is rescued by the owner of a sheep ranch south of
Ransom. Incredibly, Akira Macauley gives him a place to live and work to
do. More than that, she gives him hope. But just as Gabe comes to
believe that happiness may be within his grasp, his life begins to unravel.
Gabe must either sink again into an abyss of hopelessness or cling to a
hope, faith, and love stronger than any he has ever known.
Bible Study Questions on the Book of Acts - David E. Pratte
2014-02-19
This workbook was designed for Bible class study, family study, or
personal study. The class book is suitable for teens and up. The questions
contain minimal human commentary, but instead urge students to study
to understand Scripture.Enough questions are included for teachers to
assign as many questions as they want for each study session. Studies
may proceed at whatever speed and depth will best accomplish the needs
of the students.
Catching Katie - Robin Lee Hatcher 2004
Having dedicated her life to women's suffrage, Katie Jones of 1916 Idaho
avoids marriage, believing that it will compromise her focus, but finds
her resolve challenged by her growing feelings for childhood friend Ben
Rafferty. By the author of Firstborn. Reprint.
The Philosophy of Psychology - George Botterill 1999-08-19
What is the relationship between common-sense, or 'folk', psychology
and contemporary scientific psychology? Are they in conflict with one
another? Or do they perform quite different, though perhaps
complementary, roles? George Botterill and Peter Carruthers discuss
these questions, defending a robust form of realism about the
commitments of folk psychology and about the prospects for integrating
those commitments into natural science. Their focus throughout the book
is on the ways in which cognitive science presents a challenge to our
common-sense self-image - arguing that our native conception of the
mind will be enriched, but not overturned, by science. The Philosophy of
Psychology is designed as a textbook for upper-level undergraduate and
beginning graduate students in philosophy and cognitive science, but as
a text that not only surveys but advances the debates on the topics
discussed, it will also be of interest to researchers working in these
areas.
Zondervan Atlas of the Bible - Carl Rasmussen 2010
Detailed maps provide information on the geography and history of the
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Holy Land, and are accompanied by a chronological chart and indexes of
references to Scriptures and individuals.
The Wiersbe Bible Commentary: New Testament Let one of the most beloved and respected Bible teachers of our time
guide you verse-by-verse through the Scriptures with The Wiersbe Bible
Commentary New Testament, the trusted reference you'll love to read.
Exploring Creation with Astronomy - Jeannie K. Fulbright 2004
This book begins with a lesson on the nature of astronomy, and then it
covers the major structures of our solar system. Starting with the sun
and working towards Pluto, the student will learn details about all nine
planets (or is it eight? - your student will have to decide) in the solar
system. Along the way, the student will also learn about Earth's moon,
the asteroid belt, and the Kuiper belt. After that, the student will move
outside our solar system and learn about the stars and galaxies that
make up God's incredible universe. Finally, the student will learn about
space travel and what it takes to be an astronaut! The activities and
projects use easy-to-find household items and truly make the lessons
come alive! They include making a solar eclipse, simulating the use of
radar to determine a hidden landscape, and making a telescope. We
recommend that you spend the entire school year covering this book,
devoting approximately two sessions per week to the course.
A Jesus Christmas - Barbara Reaoch 2018-10
Get your family excited with this advent devotional offering a fresh way
to prepare for Christmas. Right from the beginning, the serpent lied to
Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden - and he has been lying ever since.
But right form the beginning, God told us his amazing plan to send Jesus.
Each day's devotional looks at one of the serpent's lies from Genesis 3,
and then shows how the glorious truth of Christmas beats it every time!
God prepared the world for Jesus and he will prepare your heart to
celebrate this Christmas in a new and lasting way.
How to Study the Bible - John F. MacArthur 2009-02-26
The Bible is the Word of life. As such, studying the Bible is crucial to the
life and growth of every believer. In this revised work, John MacArthur
examines various Scripture passages in the Old and New Testament to
answer both the “why” and the “how” questions of Bible study. How to
Study the Bible can be used alongside or apart from the audio series
available from Grace to You in either a personal or group study. UNIQUE
FEATURES: Corresponds with the audio message series available from
Grace to You Features revised content and study questions For personal
or group study use
The Deity of Christ - Gerald Bray 2018-03-31
This multidisciplinary treatment of the doctrine of Christ's deity
combines evangelical scholarship with substantial and accessible
theological content. Volume 3 in the noted Theology in Community
series.
The Stranger in the Lifeboat - Mitch Albom 2022-09-20
THE INSTANT NO.1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The stunning new
novel from the bestselling author of global phenomenon Tuesdays with
Morrie 'Mitch Albom sees the magical in the ordinary' Cecelia Ahern
____________ Adrift in a raft after a terrible shipwreck, ten strangers try to
survive while they wait for rescue. After three days, short on water, food
and hope, they spot a man floating in the waves. They pull him on board and the survivor claims he can save them. But should they put their trust
in him? Will any of them see home again? And why did the ship really
sink? The Stranger in the Lifeboat is not only a deeply moving novel
about the power of love and hope in the face of danger, but also a
mystery that will keep you guessing to the very end.
Bible Study Questions on the Gospel of John - David E. Pratte 2014-02-16
This workbook on the Acts of the Apostles was designed for use in Bible
classes, family study, or personal study. The class book material is
suitable for teens and adults. Questions in the lessons contain minimal
human commentary, but instead guide students to study to understand
Scripture. Enough questions are included for teachers to assign as many
questions as they want for each study session. The course assignments
may proceed at whatever speed and depth will best accomplish the needs
of the students.
God Had a Son - Kent Satterlee, III 2022-01-28
God's love for us can't be measured in human terms - it is perfect love.
He wanted to share his love with his children, so he started by having a
son. God's son, Adam, messed things up and lost the Garden of Eden. No
matter how hard the sons and daughters tried, they couldn't fix the mess.
They were not able to overcome evil. There didn't seem to be any love
left in the whole world. So God had to send love to the earth. He did this
by causing his second son, Jesus, to be born. The Bible calls Jesus the
"Second Adam" and the "Last Adam". Come visit the Garden of Eden and
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how God has restored the garden through his Kingdom in "God Had a
Son". God said his sons and daughters now have access to the Kingdom
through Jesus.
The Chronological Life of Christ - Mark E. Moore 2007
"...not much has changed since Jesus gathered dust in the soles of his
sandals on Palestinian soil. He is still the buzz at barber shops and
corner cafes. He is still talked about and against. He pricks our curiosity,
sparks our imagination, and even earns our ire. Who is he, really? You
know he's no politician, but he still transforms nations. He's no social
activist, but he is the genesis of who knows how many hospitals,
orphanages, and innumerable acts of kindness. A psychotherapist?
Hardly. But how many of us 'Humpty Dumpties' has he put back together
again?! This peasant carpenter has built himself a kingdom
immeasurably greater than his earthly enemies could have imagined.
What are we to make of him? Please accept my deepest apologies right
up front, for this book will not help answer that question. However, it
may help answer this one: What is this man to make of me?"
The Miracle of Forgiveness - Spencer W. Kimball 1969
Commentary on the Whole Bible - Matthew Henry 1961
Each chapter is summed up in its contents, each paragraph reduced to
its proper heads, the sense given, and largely illustrated with practical
remarks and observations.
Genesis - David Guzik 2018-04-02
Verse-by-verse commentary on the book of Genesis.
I'm Listening, Lord - Marilyn Willett Heavilin 1993
Jeremiah - Matthew S. Harmon 2016-07-18
The Knowing the Bible series is a resource designed to help Bible
readers better understand and apply God’s Word. These 12-week studies
lead participants through books of the Bible and are made up of four
basic components: (1) reflection questions help readers engage the text
at a deeper level; (2) “Gospel Glimpses” highlight the gospel of grace
throughout the book; (3) “Whole-Bible Connections” show how any given
passage connects to the Bible’s overarching story of redemption,
culminating in Christ; and (4) “Theological Soundings” identify how
historic orthodox doctrines are taught or reinforced throughout
Scripture. With contributions from an array of influential pastors and
church leaders, these gospel-centered studies will help Christians see
and cherish the message of God’s grace on every page of the Bible.
Appointed to be a prophet before he was born, Jeremiah faithfully
preached God’s Word in the face of confusion, opposition, and
persecution. When instructed, he brought the message of God’s
righteous judgment against sin to the nation of Israel, but not without
reminding them of God’s covenant faithfulness. In this 12-week study,
Matthew Harmon highlights key biblical themes, clarifies crucial
doctrines, and draws personal applications from the book of
Jeremiah—reminding us of the truth that God’s proclamation of judgment
is always intended to spur his people to seek salvation in and through
him.
Where Our Treasure Lies - Sara Sanders 2020-02-21
Cattle rancher Emily Williams lives and works in a small Colorado town
and loves it. Though she came out west to search for diamonds in a
fabled lost mine, she has found more success in her pastures. Then
Carson Murphy arrives in town, sent by his mining company. Tall, strong,
and sure, he becomes a beacon of hope for the townsfolk—their best
chance to locate the lost diamonds. Many have searched for the mine,
but none have succeeded. Emily has little faith but joins Murphy anyway.
The glittering allure of wealth proves too powerful to resist, and the
straightforward Murphy attracts her just as much, if not more.
Hardworking, determined, and eternally hopeful, Emily, Murphy, and the
town persevere through life on the frontier. They search the lonely
hillsides for the answer to their burning question—will they ever find
where the treasure lies?
Isaiah - David Guzik 2021-02
Isaiah has sometimes been called "The Fifth Gospel," because in addition
to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John of the New Testament, Isaiah tells the
story of Israel Messiah - Jesus Christ - with great power and precision.
Isaiah spoke to God's people at a turning point in their history, and his
revelation of the coming Messiah gave them hope of God's restoration
and ultimate victory. David Guzik is widely known for his popular online,
verse by verse commentary on the entire Bible, used by many thousands
of pastors, teachers, and everyday Christians worldwide. More
information at enduringword.com
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